
WHAP DBQ ESSAY RUBRIC

The rubrics for the AP History Document-Based Question (DBQ) and Long Essay Question. (LEQ) have been modified
for the â€“18 school year, using.

Quickly tackle the documents to look for categories to form your thesis. Does documents 5 relate to document
1? It also means adherence to the stated rubrics which appear on the essay prompts. No sources are included
for either Question 3 or Question 4. You must make your points inside the time frame. Response organization
is important; the thesis-- which fully responds to the prompt-- can only earn credit if it appears in the
introduction or in the conclusion of the essay. Draft your issue sentences. The question choices focus on the
same skills and the same reasoning process e. Why you should include the dates in the thesis statement. A
student may organize the body of the essay in any way they choose, but since the rubric for the DBQ requires
a student to demonstrate argument development the ability to identify and address connections between
documents as they respond to the prompt , a good organizational rule to follow is to "group" the documents
which fit together into one paragraph. Students assess these written, quantitative, or visual materials as
historical evidence. Understanding means you interpret it correctly Understanding means you interpret it
correctly Discuss it. The maximum number of points possible on the LEQ is 6. College Board suggests that
students take 60 minutes of their given minutes to plan and write their DBQ. Start with systems then narrow
down the issues within this system. To get points for grouping, you only need to put each document in one
group. Remember: These are historical informative essays and the only thing that matters is if you use
evidence to support your argument. A student may organize the body of the essay in any way they choose, but
this organization should clearly reflect the historical thinking skill assessed i. Define your categories as to
what you will address in each group by narrowing the categories into simple words. Take the time to write a
good thesis. The document-based question focuses on topics from â€” Political speech, diary entry, or
newspaper article. AP timed essays. The students respond to a prompt through reading and organizing the 7
documents which accompany the prompt. Start with the thesis.


